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Motorola has unveiled the latest additions to their Verizon-exclusive series of droid smartphones, with the higher end of the two being the Droid Turbo 2. Compared to other high-quality offerings, Motorola's Moto X Style, Droid Turbo 2 has a more powerful processing package, a larger battery, and a
stunning display, courtesy of Motorola's new ShatterShield technology. With the Moto Maker also in the mix, in many ways, the Droid Turbo 2 offers what many expected from its flagship counterpart. However, the Droid Turbo 2 is only available from Verizon Wireless in the US, but there is an international
version as well, called Moto X Force.As in the case of most smartphones and tablets released now, the Droid Turbo 2 is not without its drawbacks. To help you solve these problems, we've put together some of the common problems that plague Droid Turbo 2 owners, and offer potential solutions on how
to fix them. Disclaimer: Not all Droid Turbo 2 owners will face these challenges, and it's actually more than likely that you won't encounter any of the issues mentioned below. The problem #1 - Stuck/dead pixels- users found stuck pixels on their displays, with random spotting at the top of the display in
most cases. Potential Solutions: To help solve this problem, you can download an app like pixel fixer from the Google Play Store, and that should do the trick. This is not to be confused with the green-line issue that many Droid Turbo 2 owners have encountered, and if that's what you see, the only option
at the moment seems to be picking up a replacement. Problem #2 - Inbox notifications of call that don't show anything on the lock screen by Somo users have found that the incoming call notification is not displayed on the display, and users must unlock the phone to see who is calling. This problem has
been seen with some other Motorola smartphones of the current generation as well. Potential solutions: Fixing this problem seems to work for most users. Go to Settings - Apps - All, click on the three dotted line on the corner for additional options, and click on reset app settings. Now incoming call
notifications will cross, as expected. Some users have also found that the use of third-party screen lock widgets seems to cause problems as well. Remove these apps and see if the problem persists. The problem #3 - OK Google voice command doesn't work when trying to set up an OK Google team that
can be used from any screen, users have found that the device is unable to register a voice, with a pop-up message stating can't use the microphone. Reboot the device. Even after the team was able to set it up, she herself works when trying to use it. This problem has also been noticed with Moto X
Play.Potential solutions: This problem is probably caused due to Moto Voice. It appears that users only have access to one of these So you have to choose between Google Now or Moto Voice for your voice command needs. Keep in mind that Moto Voice offers a lot of functionality, so it might not be a
bad idea to stick to it. Remember that simply turning off Moto Voice in the settings won't do the trick. You'll have to go to the Apps section of the Settings menu and disable Moto Voice for this problem to get away. If you find that the problem persists even after you turn off Moto Voice, make sure the
default language chosen in the Google Now settings is English (US). Depending on the region, this setting may be the cause of the problem. Problem #4 - Camera error Some users have found the camera app to stop working or not download at all, with an error message appearing that says the app
should be restarted. This also happens frequently when you go to the front camera in the app. You may find: Best Droid Turbo 2 casesPotential solution: For many users, wiping the cache section seems to have solved this problem. You can find instructions on how to do it below. A third app that also uses
a camera may be the cause as well. Load the device into safe mode and see if the problem persists. If this is not the case, the rogue app is to blame. Remove all apps that were added shortly before the problem started and see if it goes away. Some users have found that the problem is due to the use of
Nova Launcher. Clicking on the camera icon on the home screen did not result in the launch of the Moto camera app, leading to an error. Replace the home screen icon with the camera app shortcut from the Moto app box, and that should be done. The problem #5 - Communication issuesAs takes place
in the case of any new device, there is a chance that you may run into problems with connecting to Wi-Fi and Bluetooth. Users found Bluetooth issues that would be especially common with Droid Turbo 2.Potential Solutions: Wi-Fi issuesTurn device and router for at least ten seconds and then turn them
back and repeat the connection. Go to settings - Energy saving and make sure this option is off. Use the Wi-Fi Analyzer to check how crowded your channel is and switch to the best option. Forget about connecting Wi-Fi by moving to Settings - Wi-Fi and long clicking on the connection you want, and then
choosing Forget. Re-enter the details and try again. Make sure the router firmware is up to date. Make sure the apps and software on the device are up to date. Go to Wi-Fi - Settings - Advanced and make a note of your MAC device address, then make sure it has access to the router's MAC filter.
Bluetooth issuesWith problems when connecting to Check the manufacturer's guide to the device and car and reset the connection. Make sure you don't miss a vital part of the connection process. Go to settings - Bluetooth and ensure nothing needs changeGo changingGo Settings - Bluetooth remove all
previous pairings and try to install them again from scratch. When it comes to problems with multiple device connections, only a future update will solve this problem. Guides - Hard Reset, wipe the cache section, download to Safe ModeHard ResetMake to make sure the device is off. Tap and hold the
volume down the key for a few seconds. When you press the volume down, press the power button at the same time, and then release both. In the menu, use the volume down key to go to Recovery, and press the volume key to confirm. When the Android logo appears, click and hold the power button.
Then click and release the volume key to show the menu options. Choose to erase the data/reset plant, and click the power button to confirm. Wipe the cache sectionMake sure the device is off. Tap and hold the volume down the key for a few seconds. When you press the volume down, press the power
button at the same time, and then release both. In the menu, use the volume down key to go to Recovery, and press the volume key to confirm. When the Android logo appears, click and hold the power button. Then click and release the volume key to show the menu options. Select wipe the cache
section and click the power button to confirm. Download to secure mode with your phone, press and hold the power key until the Power Off option appears on the screen. Press the button on the screen for a long time and select Load in safe mode. So, there you have for this roundup of some common
problems faced by the owners of Droid Turbo 2, and some decisions on how to fix them. We'll continue to keep this up to date, so if you come across any other issues, don't mention them in the comments section below. related_videosDroid Turbo 2 Video aligns the center of the type of custom
video653605,652429,652214 However, don't let these questions put you off picking up Droid Turbo 2. Most of these problems are easy to fix, and will probably be constantly addressed in future software updates. The Droid Turbo 2, with its large battery and obscure display, is still a very attractive device
that brings a lot of interesting features to the table, and is definitely one of the best smartphones to be released in 2015. Investing in the best Android VPN in 2020 may end up being a really smart idea. The odds are that by now you've heard of a virtual private network, or VPN, but may not have
subscribed to one just yet. It keeps your information like IP address, location and personal data hidden so that cookies and internet trackers can't log into your browser or app to use VPNs are also useful when trying to connect to TV streaming apps while you travel outside your country. 5 best Android
VPNs at first sight ExpressVPN: Best in class with fast speeds offers excellent customer service and is very reliable. Surfsark: Surfsark: Choose this feature loaded and offers fast speeds. NordVPN: A well-known option that is reliable, safe, and has customers for everything. PIA VPN: Perfect for
beginners and experienced users. PureVPN: A great option for those who stream a lot. Overall, the best Android VPN is ExpressVPN. It has most servers in most locations around the world, but has a download speed of 100 Mbps, the fastest of all VPN services. You get unrivalled customer support, easy-
to-use apps, and more as well. Source: Shutterstock Compatible with: Windows, Mac, iOS, Android, Linux Streaming Services Unlocked: Netflix, Hulu, BBC iPlayer, Amazon, YouTube Servers: 3000 Euro Server Location: 160 in 94 Countries Trial Period: 30 Days Servers in 94 Countries Fast Download
Speed Large Support Customer Support App Support for various platforms more expensive than other ExpressVPN has more than 3000 servers in 94 countries. This is more servers and locations than any other VPN service. In addition, when connected, you will have access to download speeds of up to
100 Mbps. This is more than 40 percent faster than other VPNs, and fast enough to support TV and movie viewing without experiencing buffering or slowing down on your device. In addition to protecting your online identity, ExpressVPN also ensures that your texts and instant messages are not
intercepted by encrypting all outgoing information from your device. You can flash a VPN service on your device to determine which apps are using VPNs and which are convenient to use without additional VPN protection. All information sent from your device and through ExpressVPN is encrypted using
the highest encryption code available. There is an automatic kill switch with this VPN that will block your personal information when either your internet or VPN connection goes down. My only complaint is that ExpressVPN is much more expensive compared to other VPN services that I have checked.
Even with a discount on pay for the year ahead rather than month-to-month is more expensive than other programs. However, with unlimited bandwidth and no limit on how many devices can be connected simultaneously, the cost may ultimately be worth it. Be sure to check out our full ExpressVPN
review and get started with the service today. ExpressVPN has more servers in longer time countries to help you use any information you need while keeping your online activities safe and private. $6.67 per month on ExpressVPN The rest of the best Android VPN options there are many VPN providers
out there, each of them offering something a little different in an attempt to stand out above the others. Although ExpressVPN is The best Android VPN to choose for most people, it doesn't mean it ticks every box for each person. It's not the cheapest, not exactly the fastest, can't have most servers, but
that's where you need to decide what the most important part is for you. Every service offers good and some sacrifices. Fortunately, we took a guess from finding another VPN provider behind ExpressVPN. Here are the rest of the best Android VPN options that you can sign up for at the moment. We have
also highlighted all the best free Android VPNs in case you are looking to get started without spending money. Source: Shutterstock Compatible with: Windows, Mac, iOS, Android, Linux Streaming Services unlocked: Netflix, Hulu, YouTube, BBC iPlayer, Amazon Servers: 1,700 euros Location servers:
100 euros in 63 countries Trial period: 30 days Fast download speed Unlimited device Connections One of the most affordable options Not compatible with streaming application privacy policy is vague Surfshark download speeds vary from 68 Mbps to 70 Mbps, but it is fast enough and consistent not to
experience slowing or buffering when using this VPN. In addition, you get unlimited device connects with one account so that everyone in your family can use Surfshark on their mobile phones, tablets and even home computers. This VPN doesn't work well with streaming apps. It is better designed to work
with devices like Amazon Fire Stick and Roku. This works if you log into your TV streaming service through a web browser. The biggest caution with Surfshark, however, is its non-magazine policy. While Surfshark is outside the U.S. and has no non-magazine policy, it is odd and not clear at all. It sounds
and feels like there are loopholes in politics that may allow some magazines to be stored. Surfshark may not be aware of how confusing its official policy is, and it may not store any user information at all. I wish it was a bit clearly written out it Surfshark official politics. Surfshark has an impressive
download speed and automatically connects to the fastest-access server. Also, connect an unlimited number of devices at once. From $2.49 a month on Surfshark Source: Shutterstock Compatible with: Windows, Mac, iOS, Android, Linux Streaming Services Unlocked: Hulu, Netflix, YouTube, iPlayer,
Amazon Servers: 5,300 Euros Server Location: 80 Euros in 59 countries Trial Period: 30 days Double encryption 1000 servers in 57 countries No registration is a little slower than other No VPN is as safe as NordVPN. While each VPN service encrypts your data, NordVPN sends it through a second
server and encrypts it again, just to make sure that if it is intercepted, your information cannot be stolen. Because of this dual encryption, it causes some slowdown in your connection, especially during the initial launch or when downloading large files. But the average download speed NordVPN is still 70
Mbps, which is still very impressive and fast. NordVPN has 5,600 servers in 54 countries. It's not most servers or locations, but it's up there in the top five. Every time you log in with this VPN service, you are given the choice of getting a random IP address or having a special special Address. In both
cases, your information is encrypted as it leaves your computer, making it difficult for advertising, trackers and spies to figure out your location and IP address. However, it's a little easier to break through when using a special IP address. NordVPN transmits your information through one server and then
sends encrypted data through a second server to make sure it's difficult to decrypt. From $3.49 per month on NordVPN Source: Shutterstock Compatible with: Windows, Mac, iOS, Android, Linux Streaming Services Unlocked: Netflix, Hulu, BBC iPlayer, Amazon, YouTube Servers: 3,300 Euro Server
Location: 65 in 45 Countries Trial Period: 30 Days of Encryption Military-Class Connect 10 Devices Unlimited Bandwidth Less Space Than Other Services Based in the U.S. Private Internet Access quickly connects to one of its 3,300 servers in 29 countries and encrypts all outgoing and incoming
information to keep your privacy safe online and private. It has an average download speed of 25 Mbps, which is fast enough to be used with TV streaming services and allows up to 10 devices to be connected at one time before requiring you to purchase another account. And you get unlimited
bandwidth, so you don't have to worry about your connection slowing down after reaching the monthly data cap. Private Internet access includes a firewall to monitor and block unwanted Internet communications with a computer and Internet connection. This is especially useful when connecting to public
Wi-Fi. This VPN service is based in the US, however. Because of this, there may be personal information and some activity logs that are grabbed by private Internet access. Typically, this information is not held for very long when the VPN service collects information for a maximum of 30 days. This VPN
service will never stifle or stop your service because it does not subject to restrictions on the use of your VPN account. From $2.85 per month to private Internet access Source: Shutterstock Compatible with: Windows Mac, iOS, Android, Linux Streaming Services Unlocked: Netflix, Hulu, BBC iPlayer,
Amazon, YouTube Servers: 3,000 Euros Server Location: 160 in 94 countries Trial Period: 31 Days Good for TV Streaming 300,000 IP Addresses Automatic Kill Switch Number of Devices Multiple Servers and Places PureVPN is one of our favorite services. It's easy to use, safe, quick to connect, and
stays connected without problems. You can get it at a decent price, it allows five devices to connect at a time, and has an impressive download speed of an average of 60 Mbps. It's fast enough to support streaming services and devices, including AndroidTV. Also is one of the few services that will give
you a special IP address. This is useful when streaming some live TV services such as Hulu that rely on a static IP address. You can connect to any of the more than 2,000 PureVPN servers. And since it has more than 300,000 300,000 address, it will be very difficult for any website, cookies, trackers, etc.
to monitor your online activities. In addition, it has an automatic kill switch that will block personal information, including your physical IP address, if your connection falls. The only reason PureVPN doesn't make it to the top is that it has fewer servers and locations than my choice of one. Its download
speeds are also slower at 40 Mbps. But PureVPN is still a solid choice for keeping your online identity safe and great for tapping on TV streaming services. PureVPN protects you when you stream YOUR apps. It's compatible with most browsing apps, devices, and browser accounts. $3.33 per month on
PureVPN Source: Shutterstock Compatible with: Windows, Mac, iOS, Android, Linux Streaming Services Unlocked: Netflix, Hulu, BBC iPlayer, Amazon, YouTube Servers: 1000 Euro Server Location: 23 Trial Period: 30 Days Free Easy Interface Flexible Choice IP Address Flexible Choice IP Address No
Torrent Support No Automatic Switch to Kill Fewer Servers Than Other Picks If You Want to Try VPN Without Providing Credit Card Or Other Personal Information, We Offer to Look at The Free Map Its free version of the access cap at 500MB per month, which goes fast, but it's enough to feel and
understand how a VPN works. You can always switch to a paid account to get unlimited access or downgrade to free service. With a paid subscription, you will always be connected to a TunnelBear VPN when your mobile phone is on. If it detects an unsafe network, tries to connect to your phone, or if
something happens to your Internet connection, TunnelBear automatically blocks sensitive files and information on your device from a napkin. TunnelBear doesn't have as many servers or locations compared to my best choice. It has servers in 20 countries in total. It also does not support torrent, which is
a person-to-person file-sharing method. TunnelBear is also not the best VPN to use if you are trying to use one for streaming TV. However, if you are just starting out in the VPN world and want to test the waters, TunnelBear is a great way to do so. This is a good app to get your feet wet using a VPN with
its free service and easy-to-use interface. From $3.33 per month in TunnelBear Source: Shutterstock Compatible with: Windows, Mac, iOS, Android, Linux Streaming Services Unlocked: Netflix, Hulu, BBC iPlayer, YouTube Servers: 3200 Euros Server Location: 130 in 80 Countries Trial Period: 45 Days
Automatically Connects Secure Encryption Good for Public Wi-Fi Protection Reps are hard to contact Hotspot Shield is a neat little VPN app that looks closely at your connection and information, leaving and coming to your device, especially when connecting to public Wi-Fi. Hotspot Shield encrypts all
outgoing information using 256-bit AES encryption, the same level used organizations and financial institutions to protect their data. Hotspot Shield has more than 3,200 servers in 80 countries so you can quickly and easily connect to its service. You can set up this VPN to automatically connect every time
you open your browser or when you start your phone, so you don't have to remember to do it manually. This VPN service doesn't work well to ensure the security of individual applications. This is not a problem, usually since the apps are technically covered and protected when the VPN is turned on on the
device itself. However, this is hampering TV streaming apps like Hulu, Netflix, and others. A workaround to see these programs through the browser. It doesn't take much for Hotspot Shield to automatically turn on VPN protection and provide all your data with military-grade encryption. Start for free at
Hotspot Shield Source: Shutterstock Compatible with: Windows, Mac, iOS, Android, Linux Streaming Services Unlocked: Netflix, Hulu, BBC iPlayer, Amazon, YouTube Servers: 800 Euros Server Location: 50 Trial Period: 30 Days Swiss Company Free Plan Available Free Customers Get Lower Speeds
at Peak Odds What You Heard About ProtonMail, an ultra-secure postal service that offers full encryption. Well, the same company offers a VPN service that brings the same level of security focus to your Android device. There are free and paid plans, which is awesome, since you can get started with a
free plan and then upgrade if you want more features. The free plan does not require a payment method, but has some limitations as you can only use it on one device at a time and you will notice lower speeds during peak hours. The company is based in Switzerland, so you don't have to worry about
logging laws or anything stupid like this. If you are unsure of the VPN or the benefits it can bring you, we strongly recommend checking this one out. ProtonVPN offers a free VPN connection for one device without lima data, but the company offers lower speeds for free customers during peak hours. Start



free on ProtonVPN Lower Line Use (VPN) when you are online is becoming increasingly important these days. While the Internet is a public space, VPN adds an extra layer of privacy to all your connections. Not everyone out there has bad intentions, but do you want to leave all your personal banking
data, passwords, and more insecure in the hope that everyone around is referring to your own business? We think not. We have already looked and tested the best VPN services on all platforms, and ExpressVPN is the best choice for those looking for Android VPN. It handles the encryption of your data,
your connection and maintaining download speeds is fast, so you can't even tell that your internet connection is filtered through a VPN. It has over 3,000 servers in almost 100 countries, and offers excellent customer service. Customers. You happen to be looking for more options, be sure to consider our
selection of the best cheap VPNs or the best free VPN to see if those meet your needs a little better. Android VPN frequently asked questions Now that we've passed alll the best options of the Android VPN provider, you may be a little confused yet about why you need a VPN or what it can do to improve
your life. Let's look at some of the basics of VPN and help you in the right way. Should you get a free or paid Android VPN? Whether you use a free VPN or a paid VPN is a bit of a personal preference, but there are things you will need to consider. There are some excellent VPN providers that offer free
services, but it's worth noting that these companies often have some on-site limitations or fewer features than a paid counterpart. Sometimes companies will only offer 500MB of data for each month, or 2GB per month, which means you won't be able to protect so much data through the service every
month. Can you leave Android VPN connected at all times? The short answer is yes. You can leave your Android device connected to a VPN at any given time without worrying, as long as you choose a provider. You will need to make sure that the service you subscribe to has no limited bandwidth for
each month. Some offer only 5GB per month, while others offer unlimited bandwidth per month. We test and review VPN services in the context of legal recreational use. For example: 1. Access to the service from another country (in accordance with the terms of this service). 2. Protect your online
security and enhance your online privacy when abroad. We do not support or condone the illegal or malicious use of VPN services. Consumption of pirated content that is paid for is not approved or approved by Future Publishing. We can earn commissions for purchases using our links. Learn more. More.
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